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depicted item:
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source:
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1. Identity of building/ group of buildings/ group of buildings/ landscape/ garden
(a) Data for identification
current name:

Former Torin Building

former/original/variant name:

Torin Corporation Building

number(s) and name(s) of street(s):

23 Coombes Drive

Town/ suburb

Penrith

province/state:

NSW

post code:

2750

block or lot (if known)
country

Australia

national topographical grid reference:
current typology:

Factory

former/original/variant typology:

Factory

comments on typology:
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1.2 Status of protection
protected by: state/province/town/record only
Register of the National Estate

No

RAIA Register of Twentieth Century Buildings of
Significance

Yes

National Trust Register

No

State Heritage Register/Inventory

Proposed for the State Heritage Register

LEP

Draft LEP Heritage Item

Grade (ie level of protection)

None currently

Archival Recording exists?

No but original drawings survive

Date:

n/a

valid for: whole area/parts of area/building

Whole of building

1.3

Visually or functionally related building(s)/site(s)

name(s) of surrounding area/building(s):
visual relations

Located within a light industrial area

functional relations
other relations:
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2. History of building(s) etc.
2.1 Chronology
Note if the dates are exactly known (e) or approximately estimated = circa (c) or (±)
commission or competition date:

Correspondence file from Seidler’s
office started in 1970

design period(s):

Probably 1974

start of site work:

Building Contract 1974

completion/inauguration:

1976

2.2

Summary of development

commission brief:

Early 1970s

design brief:

Early 1970s

building/construction:

1974-1976

completed situation:

1976

original situation or character of site:

Subdivision
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2.3

Relevant persons/organisations

original owner(s)/patron(s):

Torin Corporation

architect(s):

Marcel Breuer and his partner
Herbert Beckhard in association with
Harry Seidler & Associates.

design architect:

Marcel Breuer

landscape/garden designer(s):

Bruce Rickard

other designer(s):
consulting engineer(s):

Murray W. Low

building contractor(s):

Prodecon Pty Ltd

2.4

Other persons or events associated with the building(s)/site

name(s):
association:
event(s):
period:

2.5

Summary of important changes after completion

type of change:
alteration/renovation/restoration/extension/other:

External paint colours altered.

date(s):
circumstances/ reasons for change

Painted in club colours whilst in
Penrith Panthers ownership

effects of changes:
persons/organisations involved:
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3. Description of building(s) etc.
3.1 Site/building character
The RAIA listing for the former Torin Building noted that:
The Torin Corporation factory at Penrith was built within an industrial estate to the north of the
town centre. A high tension electrical reticulation easement cuts diagonally across the site but
the placing of the building near the intersection of two streets avoids any conflict. Car access is
from one street, trucking from the other.
Buildings in the area are widely spaced and there are no special elements that would affect the
outlook or disposition of the building on the site. The main elevation is bold in its architectural
composition consisting of Egyptian-like cuboid elements in front of a long rectangular monolithic
form. The plan and mass of the building was the outcome of its integrated handling system
consisting of storage, retrieval and reassembling.
The Torin Corporation manufactured a wide range of blower units and axial and centrifugal
impellers for the heating, ventilation and air conditioning industry. Many of the products were
also manufactured in Torin's ten other factories throughout the world. In these locations it had
been recognised that, as labour costs rose, the materials handling activity became an important
candidate for automation. Therefore, an integrated handling system was developed that dictated
the basic shape of the 3,800 square metre Penrith factory. The building consisted of three basic
components; a high rise storage unit containing the integrated handling system; a basic twofloor structure which contains manufacturing, assembly and office areas, as well as a well
equipped laboratory for airflow measurement and two service cores three storeys high, but of
the same total height as the two manufacturing storeys. These cores project from the facade
free of the manufacturing space. One module provided an entrance for plant employees and
support facilities: toilets, locker rooms and stairs. The other contained an entrance for visitors
and office personnel, and mechanical space, toilets and stairs.
Access to the high rise storage unit was provided at both manufacturing levels. The multitude of
components required in the manufacturing process were moved in and out of the 20metre high
storage system by a single rail-guided vehicle as the various manufacturing operations were
performed. Because processing lines were adjacent to container racking on both floors, load
distances were very short. Once positioned in a pick-up station, loads could be moved by a
storage vehicle for weight check and storage in less than a quarter of the time expected of a
conventional fork-lift truck. Storage was accessible only to a special vehicle. This ensured parts,
quantity and location integrity and eliminated the shutdown usually required for the taking of
inventory.
Materials and structural system
All walls of the complete steel framed structure, except the north/south walls are of concrete block,
cavity wall construction, the outer skin consisting of split-face block. Office areas and the lower floor
manufacturing areas included precast concrete window units similar to those first developed by the
architects for the Torin Technical Centre in Torrington, Connecticut, USA in 1971. These units in all
cases faced north and were designed to provide adequate sun shade.
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North and south walls of the high rise storage unit were clad in corrugated metal panels, painted
white to contrast with the rough textured, warm grey, split block used elsewhere. A further use of this
corrugated metal was in combination with the window wall treatment of the two entrances to the
building. The sloping form of the northern walls of the service cores were a departure from the
horizontal/vertical lines of the building, giving dynamic lines to the composition of the building forms.

3.2

Current use

of whole building/site:

Factory

of principal components (if applicable):
comments:

3.3

The Torin Corporation have sold the
premises

Present (physical) condition

of whole building/site:

The building is relatively intact and is
generally in good condition.

of principal components (if applicable):
of other elements (if applicable):
of surrounding area (if applicable):
comments:
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3.4

Note(s) on context, indicating potential developments
Indicate, if known, potential developments relevant for the conservation/threats of the
building/site

The site is proposed for subdivision.

4. Evaluation (from the RAIA listing)
Intrinsic value
4.1

technical evaluation:

The Torin Building has technical significance due to intact fabric that demonstrates past building
techniques and technology. Small-scale industrial building design was raised to a new modernist
aesthetic level to include an economy in plan form, bold architectonic expression and the repetition of
industrial elements either as extruded sections or precast elements.
4.2

social evaluation:

The building does not demonstrate a strong or special association with a particular community or cultural
group in NSW of social, cultural or spiritual reasons.
4.3.

cultural and aesthetic evaluation

It is a rare example of an early twentieth century building in NSW designed by an American firm who were
responsible for raising small-scale industrial architecture in post-war America to a new aesthetic level.
The design of these small-scale industrial buildings was raised to a new modernist aesthetic level to
include an economy in plan form, bold architectonic expression and the repetition of industrial elements
either as extruded sections or precast elements.

Comparative significance
4.4

canonical status (local, national, international)

The former Torin Building is an important work by notable architects Marcel Breuer & Herbert Beckhard
who were architects for the Torin Corporation of the USA designing 9 Buildings for the Torin Corporation
in the USA, France, Canada, Belgium and England.
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4.5

historic and reference values:

The Former Torin Building has important associations with the Torin Corporation, an influential and
durable multinational institution that played a part in the economic history of Australia and Penrith during
the twentieth-century.

5.

Documentation

5.1 archives/written records/correspondence etc. (state location/ address):
Conservation Plan prepared?

No

Listing & files

RAIA NSW Chapter
Harry Seidler – Western Sydney
projects
ML MSS 7088
ML PDX 613
Architectural Drawings

5.2

principal publications (in chronological order):

Architectural Record, August 1977
5.3

visual material (state location/ address)

original visual records/photographs/others:

Photos by Max Dupain 1976

Original drawings

Held in the Mitchell Library

recent photographs and survey drawings:

RAIA NSW Chapter hold current
photographs

film/video/other sources:

The building appears briefly in Harry
Seidler’s 1980 lecture given at the
UNSW. Copy at the RAIA NSW
Chapter

website
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5.4

list documents included in supplementary dossier

Marcel Breuer (from the summary to the Marcel Breuer papers)
Marcel Breuer Series 8 : Project Files
Torin Corporation Buildings and Projects, 1952 – 1976 (from the RAIA NSW Chapter)
Statement of Significance (from the RAIA NSW Chapter)
Harry Seidler’s Awards
Seidler Papers in the Mitchell Library, State Library of NSW (relating to the Torin building)
Plans of the Torin Factory NSW (copies provided by the RAIA NSW Chapter)
Photos taken by Max Dupain of the Torin Factory on completion
Photographs taken Scott Robertson in 2008

6.

Fiche report

name of reporter:

Noni Boyd

Information provided by

Anne Higham

address

GPO Box 1334, Sydney,
NSW 2001 Australia

telephone:

+61 412 737 921

fax

Not applicable

e-mail:

noni_jd@hotmail.com

date of report

July 2008

examination by DOCOMOMO national/regional section
approval by wp co-ordinator/registers correspondent (name): Scott Robertson
sign and date: 23 August 2008
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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examination by DOCOMOMO ISC/R
name of ISC member in charge of the evaluation:
comment(s):
sign and date:
ISC/R approval:

date:

wp/ref. no.:
NAI ref. no.:
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Marcel Breuer (from the summary to the Marcel Breuer papers )

Marcel Lajos Breuer was born on May 21, 1902, in the Danube valley town of Pécs, Hungary, to
Jacques Breuer, a physician, and Franciska (Kan) Breuer. His siblings were Hermina and Alexander.
Throughout his life, Breuer used his first name only on official documents and preferred that his
friends use his middle name, the Hungarian form of "Louis." The diminutive form of this name was
usually spelled "Lajkó" and pronounced "Lye-ko."
In 1920, Breuer graduated from the Magyar Királyi Föreáliskola in Pécs. He had received a
scholarship to study art in Vienna but took an immediate dislike to the Art Academy there, so
searched elsewhere for training. He started working in the studio of a Viennese architect and soon
became interested in training in the cabinet making shop of the architect's brother. Breuer was not
satisfied with this arrangement either, and, upon hearing about the year-old Bauhaus school in
Germany, he departed for Weimar in 1921.
Founded and directed by Walter Gropius, the Bauhaus combined the teaching of the pure arts with
training in functional technology. Breuer received a master's degree from the Bauhaus in 1924, then
studied architecture in Paris, where he first met Le Corbusier.
In 1925, Gropius enticed Breuer to return to the Bauhaus, now relocated in Dessau, by offering him a
post as master of the carpentry workshop and a commission to design the interiors of the new
Bauhaus buildings. Inspired by his new bicycle's handlebars, Breuer designed his first tubular steel
chair, the Wassily chair, named for his friend Wassily Kandinsky. This chair and dozens of other
Breuer designs for furnishings were mass-produced by the Thonet Brothers in Germany.
Two years later, in 1928, Breuer left the Bauhaus to begin a private architecture practice in Berlin,
emphasizing prefabricated housing and the use of concrete in building. During this time Breuer
worked on a designs for the Potsdamer Platz, Spandau-Haselhorst Housing, and a hospital in
Elberfeld, and he completed work on the Lewin House and the Harnischmacher Apartment. Due to
the deteriorating economic and political conditions in Germany, Breuer closed his Berlin office in
1931 and travelled to Budapest, Zurich, Morocco, Greece, and Spain. Returning to Germany in the
following year, he began designing furniture in aluminium. Breuer established his reputation as an
architect upon completion of the Harnischmacher House in Wiesbaden, a house notable for the use
of contrasting materials and distinctive interiors.
The Nazis closed the Bauhaus in 1933. The following year, Breuer designed the Dolderthal
Apartments in Zurich for the Swiss architectural historian Sigfried Giedion. From 1935 to 1937,
Breuer settled in London, and became partners with F. R. S. Yorke. During this time he designed for
the Isokon ("isometric unit construction") Control Company laminated plywood furniture that became
widely imitated.
In 1937, Breuer accepted an invitation from Walter Gropius to join the faculty of the School of Design
at Harvard University to teach architecture, and he moved to the United States. Among his students
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were Edward Larrabee Barnes, Ulrich Franzen, Philip Johnson, I. M. Pei, and Paul Rudolph. Breuer
formed a partnership with Gropius in Cambridge, Massachusetts, from 1937 to 1941. Their firm was
engaged primarily in the design of private homes.
In 1946, Breuer moved to New York City, where he established an office in an East 88th Street
townhouse. The number of his commissions began to grow slowly, and it was during this time he
constructed his own notable residence in New Canaan, Connecticut. He developed the bi-nuclear, or
"two-centre" house, which was designed to meet the living requirements of modern families by
creating functional areas for separate activities. Breuer's architectural reputation was greatly
enhanced when, in 1953, he was commissioned to design, in collaboration with Pier Luigi Nervi and
Bernard Zehrfuss, the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO)
World Headquarters in Paris. During this year, he also began work on a series of innovative buildings
for St. John's Abbey and University in Collegeville, Minnesota.
Between 1963 and 1964, Breuer began work on what is perhaps his best-known project, the Whitney
Museum of American Art, in New York City. He also established an office with the name Marcel
Breuer Architecte, in Paris, to better orchestrate his European projects. Also during this time, Herbert
Beckhard, Murray Emslie, Hamilton Smith, and Robert F. Gatje became partners in Marcel Breuer
and Associates. When Murray Emslie left a year later, he was replaced by Tician Papachristou, who
had been recommended by Breuer's former student, I. M. Pei. After several moves to increasingly
larger office space in New York, Breuer established his largest office at 635 Madison Avenue and
59th Street in 1965. After suffering the first of a series of heart attacks, Breuer reduced his travel to
Europe, eventually leaving the management of the Paris office in the hands of Mario Jossa.
Between 1965 and 1973, Marcel Breuer and Associates continued to receive many diverse and
important commissions, including the Department of Housing and Urban Development Headquarters
Building (Washington, D.C.), showrooms for Scarves by Vera (New York City), the IBM Corporation
(La Gaude, France), the Baldegg Convent (Lucerne, Switzerland), Bryn Mawr School for Girls
(Baltimore, Maryland), a third power plant for the Grand Coulee Dam, the Australian Embassy (Paris,
France), the Armstrong Rubber Company (New Haven, Connecticut), and the State University of
New York Engineering Complex (Buffalo). Breuer also designed residences including a second
Gagarin House (Litchfield, Connecticut), the Saier House (Glanville-Calvados, France), the Soriano
House (Greenwich, Connecticut), and a third Rufus Stillman House (Litchfield, Connecticut).
Due to failing health in 1972, Breuer sold his New Canaan house and moved into Manhattan so he
could more easily commute to the office. By 1976, Breuer's health had declined further, and he
retired from practice. The name of his firm was subtly changed from Marcel Breuer and Associates to
Marcel Breuer Associates, and later to MBA/Architects and Planners.
Marcel Breuer died on July 1, 1981, in New York City.
Collections Online : Archives of America : Smithsonian Institute
http://www.aaa.si.edu/collectionsonline/breumarc/index.cfm/
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Marcel Breuer Series 8 : Project Files
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Torin Corporation Buildings and Projects, 1952 – 1976 (from the RAIA NSW Chapter)
Breuer's work for Torrington Manufacturing Company (the name was changed to Torin Corporation in
1969) raised small-scale industrial architecture in post-war America to a new aesthetic level. A
manufacturer of air-moving equipment (Fans and impellers), Torin had its corporate headquarters and
manufacturing division in Torrington, Connecticut, whereby 1963 the company owned 60 acres. Breuer's
long-time connection to the company began in 1950 through Rufus Stillman, who was then vice president
and later chairman of the board. Rufus and Leslie Stillman's enthusiasm for Breuer's architecture led to
three Stillman Houses, two Gagarin Houses, the Caesar Coyyage, the Becton Center at Yale University,
several schools in the vicinity of Litchfield, Connecticut, and nine buildings for Torin. A tenth Torin project,
the Still River Division, was built by MBA after Breuer's retirement. Stillman documented the history of the
Torin buildings through 1971 and his client-architect relationship with Breuer in an article in the March
1972 issue of Architectural Forum. The company eventually was sold, and all the buildings in the original
complex in Connecticut and elsewhere were changed or adapted for other uses.
1952 1955 1960 1960 1960 1963
1963 1966
1965 1971

1953
1956
1968
1968
1968
1964
1966

Torin Corporation, Oakville, Ontario, Canada
Torin Corporation, Oakville, Ontario, Canada
Torin Corporation, Van Nuys, California
Torin Corporation, Rochester, Indiana
Torin Corporation, Rochester, Indiana
Torin Corporation, Machine Division Factory, Torrington, Connecticut
Torin Corporation, Nivellles, Belgium
Torin Corporation, Administration Building, Torinton, Connecticut
Torin Corporation, Swindon, England
Torin Building, Torrington, Connecticut

Statement of Significance (from the RAIA NSW Chapter)
The Torin Building is a powerful work of almost windowless cuboid forms of rough-textured concrete block
and precast concrete, the Penrith factory is “Egyptian” in its bold geometries and dense massing and in its
composition as a long rectangle fronted by a pair of truncated mastabas.
The former Torin Building is an important work by notable architects Marcel Breuer & Herbert Beckhard
who were architects for the Torin Corporation of the USA designing 9 Buildings for the Torin Corporation
in the USA, France, Canada, Belgium and England. It is a rare example of an early twentieth century
building in NSW designed by an American firm who were responsible for raising small-scale industrial
architecture in post-war America to a new aesthetic level.
The design of these small-scale industrial buildings was raised to a new modernist aesthetic level to
include an economy in plan form, bold architectonic expression and the repetition of industrial elements
either as extruded sections or precast elements.
“ The work of Breuer's mature years illustrates the cubist sensibility of this sculptor
architect...............Breuer was one of the most important form-givers of our time.'
I. M. Pei, “Marcel Breuer A Memoir”
It is a rare and relatively intact example of a Late Twentieth-Century International style industrial building
in Sydney. It features exceptionally fine concrete block and precast concrete sun control detailing
protecting windows at ground
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H A R R Y S E I D L E R ’ S AWARDS
Harry Seidler’s international modernist buildings are recognised internationally. Seidler was born in Vienna
in 1923 and he died in Sydney in 2006. After being interned in England he was educated at the University
of Manitoba in Canada, subsequently studying under Walter Gropius at MIT near Boston and under
Joseph Albers at Black Mountain College, North Carolina. His architectural awards include a number of
RAIA Sulman and Wilkinson Awards.
Harry Seidler is also the recipient of both the RAIA Gold Medal (1976) and the RIBA Gold Medal
(1996).
1951 Sir John Sulman Medal, RAIA, Rose
Seidler House, Wahroonga, NSW (1988 Rose Seidler House owned and managed by
the Historic Houses Trust of NSW).
1957 Honourable Mention, for Sydney Opera
House Competition.
1960 Architecture and Arts Award, for Ithaca
Gardens Apartments, Sydney.
1960 Architecture and Arts Award, for
Paspaley House, Darwin
1965 Wilkinson Award, RAIA, Ski Lodge,
Thredbo, NSW.
1966 Wilkinson Award, RAIA, Muller House,
Port Hacking, NSW.
1967 Sir John Sulman Medal, RAIA, Australia
Square, Sydney.
1967 Wilkinson Award, RAIA, Seidler
House, Killara, NSW.
1967 RAIA Civic Design Award, for
Australia Square, Sydney.
1969 RAIA Project House Award, for
House, Thornleigh, NSW.
1980 RAIA Architecture Medal (Vic.) for
Ringwood Cultural Centre, Vic.
1980 Prize Winner, Parliament House
Competition, Canberra.
1981 Sir John Sulman Medal, RAIA, Harry
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Seidler & Associates Offices, Milsons Point,
NSW.
1981 RAIA Civic Design Award, for MLC
Centre, Sydney.
1982 RAIA Honourable Mention (Qld.), for
Augusta Village, Kooralbyn, Qld.
1983 Sir John Sulman Medal, RAIA, MLC
Centre, Sydney.
1987 RAIA Sir Zelman Cowen Award
(National), for Riverside Centre, Brisbane.
1989 RAIA Lustig & Moar National Prize,
for Grosvenor Place, Sydney.
1989 1st Prize, Marble Architectural
Awards (Carrara, Italy), for Riverside Centre,
Brisbane.
1989 1st Prize, Marble Architectural
Awards (Carrara, Italy), for Penthouse
Apartment, Milsons Point, NSW.
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Seidler Papers in the Mitchell Library, State Library of NSW
MSS 7078
Torin - Penrith factory project, 1970-1976
1970-1976; 'Torin - Penrith factory project', being correspondence, reports and papers (Locn
No.: MLMSS 7078/11)
1974-1976; 'Torin factory contract administration' (Locn No.: MLMSS 7078/12)
1974; Agreement and conditions of building contract concerning Torin Pty. Ltd. and the Penrith
Factory Project (Locn No.: MLMSS 7078/13)
1974-1975; 'Torin 7303', including correspondence; sketch plans; product brochures (Locn No.:
MLMSS 7078/13)
Title

:

[Harry Seidler collection : Western Sydney projects]

Type of Material

:

Pictures

Ask for

:

Original : PXD 613

Physical
Description

:

Architectural & technical drawings - 202 architectural drawings

Tube No: 196 -- Torin Factory & Warehouse, Coombes Drive, Penrith, NSW
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Torin Factory at Penrith

Ground Floor Plan

Torin Factory at Penrith

Upper Floor Plan
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GROUND FLOOR
1

Entrance for
Personnel

Visitors

and

2

Entrance for Plant Employees

3

Locker Room

4

Mechanical

5

Manufacturing and Assembly

6

High-rise storage facility

7

Laboratory

Office

UPPER FLOOR
4

Mechanical

5

Manufacturing and Assembly

6

High-rise storage facility

8

Lunch Room

9

First Aid Station

10

Reception

11

Offices
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Photographs taken by Max Dupain in 1976
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Photographs taken by Max Dupain in 1976
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Photographs taken by Max Dupain in 1976
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Photographs taken by Max Dupain in 1976
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Photographs taken by Max Dupain in 1976
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Photographs taken by Max Dupain in 1976
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Photographs taken by Max Dupain in 1976
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Former Torin Corporation, Penrith
Photographs taken by Scott Robertson in 2008
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Former Torin Corporation, Penrith
Photographs taken by Scott Robertson in 2008
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Former Torin Corporation, Penrith

Wassily Chair used by Harry Seidler at Torin and in numerous other projects
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